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Closed Circuit Television, Third EditionNewnes, 2007

	Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) surveillance remains a growing industry in response to increased security threats, and whilst new developments have brought clearer images, digital recording and high speed data transmission, effective security systems still rely upon proper specification and installation by engineers with an in depth...
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Handbook of Power System EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Maintaining the reliable and efficient generation, transmission and distribution of electrical power is of the utmost importance in a world where electricity is the inevitable means of energy acquisition, transportation, and utilization, and the principle mode of communicating media. Our modern society is entirely dependent on electricity, so...
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Handbook on Advancements in Smart Antenna Technologies for Wireless Networks (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
The dramatic growth of the wireless communication industry has resulted in searches for new technologies to provide broader bandwidth per user channel, better quality, and new value-added services. Employing smart antennas presents an elegant and relatively economical way to improve the performance of wireless transmission.
The Handbook...
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Building Service Provider NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to gain the edge of providing the most reliable service-level guarantees to customers
Network and service provider engineers are often faced with the difficult challenge of meeting a less-than-logical service need of a customer––   and at the most reasonable price. In this book, Howard Berkowitz shows network and service...
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Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2005
Fundamentals of Optical Waveguides is an essential resource for any researcher, professional or student involved in optics and communications engineering. Any reader interested in designing or actively working with optical devices must have a firm grasp of the principles of lightwave propagation. Katsunari Okamoto has presented this...
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How to Think About AlgorithmsCambridge University Press, 2008
There are many algorithm texts that provide lots of well-polished code and proofs of correctness. This book is not one of them. Instead, this book presents insights, notations, and analogies to help the novice describe and think about algorithms like an expert. By looking at both the big picture and easy step-by-step methods for developing...
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Digital Signal TransmissionCambridge University Press, 1992

	This book provides an up-to-date and thorough grounding in the concepts of modern digital transmission. It is written in a pedagogic style, aimed at enabling readers to understand the fundamental concepts and processes. System descriptions are included, however the text also explains the basic techniques of transmission, and includes the...
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Practical Data CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With the accelerating growth in the use of computers and PCs in the workplace, the practical aspects of designing and operating data communications systems have become increasingly more complex. Practical Data Communications provides the needed background and fills in the gaps for the many who must tackle this vital technology with little basic...
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Data Communications and Computer Networks: For Computer Scientists and EngineersPrentice Hall, 2003
A broad introductory text written for computer scientists and engineers, focusing on the fundamental aspects of data communications and computer networks. This second edition has been thoroughly revised to cover current networking issues and technologies. Specific updates include those on networks and their management, transmission technologies,...
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Citrix XenApp Platinum Edition for Windows: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Authorized Guide to Citrix XenApp Platinum Edition for Windows

Design, deploy, and maintain a virtualized, on-demand enterprise application delivery infrastructure. Citrix XenApp Platinum Edition for Windows: The Official Guide explains how to ensure high availability, enhance productivity, and reduce costs...
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Handbook of Research on Global Diffusion of Broadband Data TransmissionInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	Large investments have been made by various governments for the deployment of broadband within their respective nations; however, the citizens of such countries have demonstrated a slow adoption of this technology.


	The Handbook of Research on Global Diffusion of Broadband Data Transmission explores broadband adoption and the...
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Computer Vision in Advanced Control Systems-5: Advanced Decisions in Technical and Medical Applications (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2019

	The research book is a continuation of our previous books which are focused on the recent advances in computer vision methodologies and technical solutions using conventional and intelligent paradigms.

	

	• Computer Vision in Control Systems—1, Mathematical Theory, ISRL Series, Volume 73, Springer-Verlag, 2015
...
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